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Note on an embedding theorem 
J. NÉMETH 
Let <p = <pp (/>> 1) be a nonnegative increasing function on [0, with the 
following properties: 
(p(x) q>(x) , 
—— t and --1 as x — 
x xp 
1 
The set of measurable functions / on1 [0,1] for which f (p(\f(x)\)dx<°° 
! o 
will be denoted by <p(L). 
I f f€q>(L) , the "modulus of continuity of / w i t h respect to <p" will be defined by 
1-» 
co„(<5;/) = sup <p{j <p(\f{x+h)-f(x)\)dx] (0s<5s 1), o siissa - ' 
where <p (x) denotes the inverse function of cp (x). Given a function <p and a non-
decreasing continuous function co with co (0)=0, = H™(S) will denote the collection 
of functions fix) satisfying the condition 
= o(«,(S)). 
LEINDLER [2] gave a sufficient condition for H£mci(p(L)A(L), where A(x) is a 
"slowly increasing" function. Namely he proved the following: 
T h e o r e m A. ([2], Theorem 1) Let f£<p(L) (<p = q>p, ps=l) and let {At} be a 
nonnegative monotonie sequence of numbers such that 
~ ; ; 
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*) K and Kt denote either absolute constants or constants depending on certain functions and 
numbers which are not necessary to specify; K(ct, ¡S) and K, (a, ¡5) denote positive constants depending 
only on the indicated parameters. These constants are not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
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* A 
where e=(4[/> + 1J+2)-1;2) and let A(x)= jk —. 3) 77/ew 
*=i k 
o) jH^Mv-')]--
implies f£(p(L)A (L) and 
f cp{\f(x)\)A{\Ax)\)dx ^ K(cp, A) { J + / <p{\f{x)\)d^. 
In the present paper we are going to prove that for certain functions co(d) 
condition (1) is also a necessary for 
H^czq>(L)A(L). 
More precisely, we prove the following 
T h e o r e m . Let a>(S) be a nondecreasing, continuous function with <w(0 )=0 , 
for which the limit 
— \ .,(4)" 
(2) lim—^jjr-
. l , h -0 CO (A) 
exists, and let {Afc} be a nonnegative monotonic sequence of numbers satisfying 
Xkt^KXk for any k. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for 
(3) czq>(L)A (L) 
is that s . 
~ A n J a > ( I ) 
( 4 ) 2 
n = l n 
where A(x) means the same as in Theorem A. 
1. We make use of the following: 
L e m m a ([3], L e m m a 13). Let A(u) be a nonnegative nondecreasing function on 
[0, oo) such that A (u2) ^ KA (u) for any w £ [ 0 , and let B(u) be a nonnegative 
function on [ 0 , 1 ] . Then 
J B(u)A(B(u))du < oo implies f B(u)A I — I du < oo. 
0 0 V u ) 
a) Lv] denotes the integral part of y. 
b 
•) Z. where a and b are not necessarily integers, means a sum over all integers between a and b. 
1 w(A/2) 
*) in the proof we shall use instead of (2) only the condition —— •< lim ,. where p is 
p,- h - o co(h) 
from the definition of the function <p—<pB. 
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2. Proof of the Theorem 
The sufficiency of (4) was proved in LEINDLER [2]. 
The necessity of (4) will be proved indirectly. 
Suppose that 
- ̂ Mi) 
(5) 2 r-n=l n 
but (3) holds. Then we can construct a function / 0 leading to a contradiction. 
The construction of this function is similar to that of LEINDLER [ 1 ] made in the 
case <p(x)—xp. We define f0(x) as follows: 
Q„, if x = 3 - 2 — 2 , 
/<,(*) = 0 if x = 0 , x(i[\, 1], x = 2-, 
. linear on [2-""1, 3 • 2'-"-«], [3 • 2~n-\ 2""], 
(n = l, 2, ...), where Qn=<p |2"+1 [cp Jw j - i j j • First we show that 
f0(x)£H*"\ L e t 
(6) he(2-k-3,2-k~2], ks=2. 
Then 
l - h . t 3ft l-Zrt . . 
/ <p(\fo(t + h ) - f M ) d t = \ f + f I <p{\Mt + h)-f0(t)\)dt = h + h-
0 Ml 3/i ' ' . 
We have 
' I^Kispyf <p(\Mx)\)dx^Kf cp(\Mx)\)dxS 
0 0 
2"" . 
s i / < p ( l / o W I ) ^ 2 <p(e„)2-n-1 = , 
n=fc 2-r»-i n=fc 
Next we prove that for any k: 
(7) ¿ 2 - > ( | ^ 2 > ( o , ( i r ) ) ) ) ^ ^ ( a , ( ^ ) ) . 
To prove (7) we mention first of all that by (2) and (5) 
;' : : "(4) ! V" 
( 8 ) l i m — = l ! h-0 co(fl) : j 
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Cd (A/2) 
follows. For, if lim 1, then we have 
which by ¿¿t^J^A* implies the contrary of (5). 
By (8) we may assume that there exists a positive number a such that 0<a-= 1 
and that for any n >n0 
Hence by (p(kx)^kp(p(x) (/c>l), we have 
do) ^MiM^M0 )̂)' 
or 
(11) 2 n ~ 1 (p |a> ( - j L . ) j . 
p 
Since ip(kx)^fic(p(x) for we have by (11) 
(12) ^ ^ - v f c u f ^ i r ) ) ] 
and consequently 
Since q>(kx)^k<p(x) for /c^ 1, we obtain by (13), 
2 — ' > » (2-'V(»(•jir)))) « «•• 1-9(f 9 ( a . (¿ ) ) ) ) , 
which implies (7), since 0 < a < 1. 
Having (7) we can estimate I2. Since 
\Mt+h)-fo(t)\s h-2^\e„+en-d if 2 - ' S i S 2 - " , l S B S M , 
we have 
Hence, 
h ^ f <p{\Ut + h)-fQ(t)\)dt= 2 f H\fo(t+h)-f0(t)\)dt^ 2-k n=l 2 - 1 
s K2(<p)• <p (cu(JL)) == *3(<p)• <?(«№); 
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and hence, 
Finally we prove that 
By (5) 
(14) 
/ o W ^ ; . 
f0(x)$<p(L)A(L). 
1' 
Jv ^ - f f P ^ J I ' 
w , as N — 
Using (14) and 2.2n=KiXn> furthermore that for any N there exists an integer 
such that (p g cp |<w j j , an easy computation gives that 
(15) Z A(2n)<p(en)2-' - - as A t - » . 
Indeed, if 2" >TVx , we have 
J 
( « ( I ) ) ^ 2 ¿ ^ - ^ 0 , ( 1 ) - 2 ^ x 9 J * 
s2J^-1 hríxíj-^Ki s 
— 2 \ 2 2 Kk-'<P —2K1A(2")tp 1 = 1 lt = 2"- l + l 
2 J * ("( ) J l i ^ ^ ^ ^ (»(Í))] 
i 2^<p (co(^ir)) h h ^ - l K . A O y |o> 
Ht)) 
=§ K4 £ A (2") [<?> (co (to ( -^Tl)) ] + ^ 
Kt ZA(2")<p(Qn)-2-»+K,, 
which proves (15) by (14). 
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It is clear that for any m 
f <г>(|/„(*)|)л Ы dx = 2 f <р{\Ш\)л Ы d x Ш 
Х/2« + 1 \XJ »=0 2~n~l \ x ) 
2 — n 
2») f cp(\f0(x)\)dx ^ A{l»)<p(Qn)2-\ 
в=0 g-n-i 1=0 v 
and thus, by (15), we get 
(16) f<p(\Mx)\)A^dx = <~. 
Since Xk» we have 
(17) A(u*) 5 КгА(и), \ 
thus, by (16) and applying our Lemma, we obtain 
( 1 8 ) f <p(\fo(x)M<p(\fo(x)\))dx = 
0 
Using (17) and the properties of the function (p, we have 
(19) Л{<р(х))шК3Л(х), 
whence by (18) and (19) 
J <p{\f0(x)\)A{\f0(x))dx = ~ 
0 
follows, that is, . 
Mq>(L)A(L). 
The proof of, our, Theorem is completed. 
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